Twitter is currently one of the most popular outlets of so-called social media, Internet services that allow their users to communicate and share content in a variety of ways. As with the Internet itself, Twitter has been heralded to hold interesting possibilities within the context of journalism -potentially bringing journalists and their respective audiences closer to each other through supposedly common Twitter practices like @ messages and retweeting. This paper presents a large-scale empirical study on Twitter use in the journalistic context. The aim is to assess patterns of journalist-audience interaction on Twitter. Specifically, the paper outlines a structural analysis of Twitter use pertaining to the first season of the current events talk show Hübinette, which aired on Swedish public service television during the fall of 2011. Employing state-of-the-art approaches for data collection and analysis, the paper shows that while traditional patterns of journalist-reader relationships are most common, some users are employing the Twitter platform in somewhat unforeseen ways.
assessed in order to more succinctly estimate the role of Twitter in these relationships. While studies on journalistic uses of Twitter exist, rather few studies assess journalist-audience interactions on the platform at hand. The present study, then, makes a contribution to the growing body of work by gauging practices of audience and journalist Twitter use in conjunction with a current affairs talk show: Hübinette. In her study of the online policies and practices of public service broadcasters in the UK, the US, (http://www.facebook.com/hubinettetalkshow), and the host began using her Twitter account (http://www.twitter.com/KarinHubinette) for purposes relating to the show at the same time.
The Hübinette talk show
As such, the editorial crew behind the show as well as the host made clear efforts to provide an online experience for their broadcast viewers. Taken together, this made the Hübinette show a particularly interesting case to study in order to assess the relationships that emerge between journalists and audience members in an online platform such as Twitter.
Method
While research looking into the diverse uses of Twitter is certainly growing, a number of different alternatives for collection and analysis of tweets are available for perusal and possible use. The following two sections detail the means of data collection and analysis employed in the study at hand.
